Important dates:

- 16th of May 2014: Abstract submission & pre-registration (one page of about 400 words)
- 15th of June 2014: Selection of paper and Registration
- 1st of Septembe: 8 pages paper submission on Easychair
- 15th of October: Paper for publication in AIP conference Proceedings

Topics

- History and axiomatic foundation of probability and Information theory
- Information geometry and information theory
- Algorithms for Bayesian computation.
- Bayesian Computed Tomography: medical imaging
- Non parametric Bayesian methods and experimental design
- Bayesian classification, clustering, pattern recognition, image segmentation

The above list is not exclusive. It will be modified, completed and confirmed later.

Liens

Submit your abstract

Pour ne plus recevoir de messages de la SEE, connectez-vous sur le site www.see.asso.fr et décochez la case "Je consens à recevoir des courriels de la SEE" dans votre compte.

Voir notre politique de respect de la vie privée sur notre site www.see.asso.fr.

https://www.see.asso.fr/en/wiki/10567_final-paper-submission